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25 important questions of Puzzles (Part-II)
(Logical Reasoning)
DIRECTIONS Q. 1 to Q. 4: Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:

Three ladies and four men are a group of friends i.e. R, M, T, S, L, W and Z. Each one has a different profession i.e. Lawyer, Travel Agent, Air-hostess, Doctor, Professor, Consultant and Jeweller and each one owns a different car i.e. Alto, Corolla, Santro, Lancer, Ikon, Scorpio and Esteem, not necessarily in that order. None of the ladies is Consultant or a Lawyer. T is an Air-hostess and she owns an Ikon car. R owns a Scorpio. M is not a Doctor. L is a Jeweller and he owns Corolla. W is a Lawyer and does not own Alto. Z is a Consultant and owns Santro. The Doctor owns Esteem car whereas the Professor owns Scorpio. The Travel Agent owns an Alto. None of the ladies own a Scorpio.

1. What car does S own?
   A. Alto  
   B. Santro  
   C. Lancer  
   D. Esteem  
   E. None of these

2. Who owns the car Lancer?
   A. Z  
   B. M  
   C. W  
   D. Data Inadequate  
   E. None of these

3. Who is the Doctor?
   A. R  
   B. S  
   C. L  
   D. Data inadequate  
   E. None of these

4. Who are the three ladies in the group?
   A. T, R, L  
   B. T, M, S  
   C. W, T, M  
   D. Data inadequate  
   E. None of these
DIRECTIONS Q. 5 to Q. 9: Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:

Seven people N, K, T, B, M, W and R have their weekly offs on different days of the week i.e. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday not necessarily in that order. Each of them has a liking for different cuisine i.e. Indian, Italian, Mexican, Chinese, Spanish Continental and Thai, not necessarily in that order. K likes Thai food and gets his weekly off on Thursday. B likes Italian food and does not have off on Sunday. M has weekly off on Saturday and R has his weekly off on Tuesday. W likes continental food whereas the one who has weekly off on Monday likes Mexican cuisine. T does not like Spanish cuisine and has weekly off on Wednesday. The one who likes Indian food does not have a weekly off on Tuesday or Wednesday.

5. Who has a weekly off on Friday?
   A. T
   B. R
   C. W
   D. Data inadequate
   E. None of these

6. What cuisine does R like?
   A. Continental
   B. Indian
   C. Italian
   D. Spanish
   E. None of these

7. On which day N have weekly off?
   A. Tuesday
   B. Friday
   C. Monday
   D. Sunday
   E. None of these

8. Who likes Chinese cuisine?
   A. T
   B. B
   C. R
   D. N
   E. None of these.

9. On which day does W have weekly off?
   A. Monday
   B. Sunday
   C. Wednesday
D. Data inadequate
E. None of these

DIRECTIONS Q. 10 to Q. 14: Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:

There is a family of six members A, B, C, D, E and F. They are Lawyer, Doctor, Teacher, Salesman, engineer and accountant not necessarily in the same order. There are two married couples in the family. D, the salesman, is married to the lady teacher. The Doctor is married to the Lawyer. F, the accountant is the son of B and brother of E. C, the lawyer is the daughter-in-law of A. E is the unmarried Engineer. A is the grandmother of F.

10. How is E related to F?
   A. Brother
   B. Sister
   C. Cousin
   D. Father
   E. Cannot be determined

11. What is the profession of B?
   A. Teacher
   B. Doctor
   C. Lawyer
   D. Cannot be determined
   E. None of these

12. Which of the following is one of the couples?
   A. F and D
   B. D and A
   C. E and A
   D. E and D
   E. None of these

13. How is A related to D?
   A. Wife
   B. Husband
   C. Mother
   D. Father
   E. None of these

14. What is the profession of A?
   A. Teacher
   B. Doctor
   C. Lawyer
   D. Engineer
DIRECTIONS Q. 15 to Q. 19: Read the following information and answer the questions given below.

A, B, C, D, E and F are six paintings purchased by six different persons - Sidharth, Bhavna, Saahil, Rohan, Kanhaiya and Krishna - in the months May, June, July, August, September and October. The order of the persons, the paintings bought by them and the month of purchase is not necessarily in the same order.

Sidharth bought the painting E in July. The person who bought the painting B was the last-but-one to buy. The painting F was bought in August and Bhavna bought painting A in June. Rohan bought painting D in May. Saahil bought his painting in August. The painting C was not bought by Krishna.

15. Who was the last to buy the painting?
   A. Sidharth  
   B. Bhavna  
   C. Kanhaiya  
   D. Rohan  
   E. None of these

16. Who bought the painting B?
   A. Krishna  
   B. Bhavna  
   C. Kanhaiya  
   D. Data inadequate  
   E. None of these

17. Who bought the painting F?
   A. Sidharth  
   B. Saahil  
   C. Bhavna  
   D. Rohan  
   E. None of these

18. In which month did Kanhaiya buy his painting?
   A. September  
   B. July  
   C. August  
   D. October  
   E. None of these

19. Which of the following combinations of a painting and the month in which it is bought is not correct?
   A. September - B
B. June - A
C. July - E
D. August - C
E. August - F

**DIRECTIONS Q. 20 to Q. 24:** Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:

P, Q, R, S, T, V, W and Z are eight friends studying in three different engineering colleges – A, B and C in three disciplines – Mechanical, Electrical and Electronics with not less than two and not more than three in any college. Not more than three of them study in any of the three disciplines. W studies Electrical in college B with only T, who studies Mechanical. P and Z do not study in college C and study in the same discipline but not Electrical. S studies Mechanical and does not study in the same college where R studies. R does not study Electronics. But studies with two friends, who studies electrical.

20. Which of the following combinations of college-student-specialisation is correct?
   A. C-R-Electronics
   B. A-Z-Electrical
   C. B-W-Electronics
   D. B-W-Electrical
   E. All of the above

21. In which of the following colleges do two students study in Electrical discipline?
   A. A only
   B. B only
   C. C only
   D. Cannot be determined
   E. None of these

22. In which discipline does Q study?
   A. Electrical
   B. Mechanical
   C. Electrical or Mechanical
   D. Data inadequate
   E. Electronics

23. In which of the following colleges at least one student studies in Mechanical discipline?
   A. A only
   B. B only
   C. C only
   D. All A, B, C
   E. None of these
24. S studies in which college?
A. A
B. B
C. A or B
D. Data inadequate
E. C

**DIRECTIONS:** Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below.

Ajitesh, Amandeep, Aruneshwar and Atishay are four talented people. One is a dancer, one is a painter, one is a singer, and one is a writer, though not necessarily in that order:
(1) Ajitesh and Aruneshwar were in the audience when the singer made his debut on the concert stage.
(2) Both Amandeep and the writer have had their portraits painted by the partner.
(3) The writer, whose biography of Atishay was a bestseller, is planning to write biography of Ajitesh.
(4) Ajitesh never heard of Aruneshwar.

25. Which of the following must be the artistic field of Ajitesh?
A. Dance
B. Painting
C. Singing
D. Writing
E. Cannot be determined
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